
These notes should be used with our tutorial videos. 

The course 1 video series can be found in this playlist: 

http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=19A73995D97F5F5D 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 1 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cxe8C29jv9o 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room 

1 - Orange portals to get to the higher platform. 

2 - Blue creates a portal on the wall opposite the next landing and one on the floor below the raised 

platform. 

3 - Jump through the portal to gain enough momentum to cross. 

4 - Repeat for Blue. 

 

 Second room 

1 - Orange creates portals to get to high platform in the corner of the room. 

2 - Blue creates a portal on the wall opposite to one of the other landings, one on the ground below 

Orange. 

3 - Orange jumps through portal, stand on the button. 

4 - Blue goes to raised platform, creates portals opposite the other wall and launches to other button. 

5 - Pick up the ball and place it in the receiver to finish the level. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 2 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sUSOjhnpUg 

 

 Players  

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

1 - Orange creates portals on the floor and ceiling in the "accelerator" zone. 

2 - Blue jumps through portals, gaining momentum. 

3 - Orange hits the button, the fires a portal at the angled wall in the corner to shoot Blue across. 

4 - Blue repeats the same setup for Orange. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 



 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 3 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w01VIXcLWc 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

1 - Orange creates portals in the "accelerator" zone. 

2 - Blue jumps through the portals to gain momentum. 

3 - Orange steps on the button to raise the floor (be mindful not to go through the emancipation field). 

4 - Orange creates a portal on the wall above to launch Blue across. 

5 - Blue presses the button, picks up the ball and walks across the platform. 

6 - Orange walks up the stairs and picks up the ball from Blue who passes it to him. 

7 - Create portals to get up to the next level and drop the ball in the receiver. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 4 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSN2UL3nYpQ 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

1 - Orange creates portals in the "accelerator" zone. 

2 - Blue jumps through, gaining momentum. 

3 - Orange then creates a portal on one of the floor tiles to launch Blue in the air to the switch. 

4 - Blue has to hit the switch while in the air. 

5 - Orange quickly creates another portal on the next tile to allow for the momentum to launch Blue to 

the next switch. 

6 - Blue hits the second switch in the air. 

7 - Pick up one of the balls and drop it in the receiver. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 5 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJ1kkKahszg 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 



 

 Room 1 

1 - Blue portals above booster and on angled wall. 

2 - Orange jumps on booster first, Blue after. 

 

 Room 2 

1 - Orange portal on booster and angled wall. 

2 - Blue portal to pass through the obstructing wall. 

3 - Orange jumps in booster, reset exiting portal on closer angled wall. 

5 - Blue jumps on booster. 

6 - Orange jumps into his own portal, hits booster. 

 

 Room 3 

1 - Blue portals on top of booster and on the ground near cube. 

2 - Blue uses booster to grab cube. 

3 - Orange portals on top of booster and lower angled wall.  

4 - Orange jumps on booster. 

5 - Blue hands the cube, Orange places it on switch. 

6 - Blue portals on top of booster and higher angled wall. 

7 - Blue jumps on booster and portals both walls in the closed room. 

8 - Orange portals on top of booster, and on the high angled wall. 

9 - Orange portals on high and low wall for Blue. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 6 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoq5ZsMcPrE 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 Room 1 

1 - Blue gets on the higher ground near the booster. 

2 - Blue places his portals on both angled walls. 

3 - Orange goes across the field to place his two portals on both the other angled walls. 

4 - Blue jumps on the booster, and presses the button for a cube drop. 

5 - Both players wait for the cube to arrive. 

6 - Blue stays on the high ground, players switch roles and repeat steps 1 through 4. 

 

 Room 2 

1 - Blue jumps on the first booster to get across the room. 



2 - Blue places portals on both white wall pieces. 

3 - Blue uses the booster on the island. 

4 - Orange times the button press when Blue passes the window. 

5 - Blue grabs the cube mid-air and drops it on the holder. 

6 - Orange uses the boosters to get across the room. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 7 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5eUDa4s6ss 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 Room 1 

1 - Both players place a portal on the blue target. 

2 - Both use the closer adjacent wall to place the second portal at the same height. 

3 - Both jump on a jumper at the same time, to simultaneously hit both switches. 

 

 Room 2 

1 - Blue opens a portal facing the laser receiver, and on the wall facing long hallway. 

2 - Orange stands on the lifting platform in the far corner. 

3 - Orange opens a portal on the wall opposing the jumper, and another in front of the platform. 

4 - Blue redirects the laser into his portal to raise the platform. 

5 - Orange jumps into his portal at maximum height. 

6 - Blue walks into the next room with his cube. 

 

 Room 3 

1 - Blue places cube on the white floor piece. 

2 - Both players get close to the door. 

3 - Blue opens a portal on the wall behind the booster, and then under the cube on the floor. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 2 - Level 8 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeK_Ad5dGrs 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 



 A large room with many concepts that combined give a nice challenge. 

1 - Each player opens a portal over the ledge on the low ground. 

2 - Blue puts the other portal on the slanted wall marked 01. 

3 - Orange does the same with wall 02. 

4 - Blue jumps in the low portal, hits the button for the cube. 

5 - Orange times his jump around the first beep. 

6 - Orange grabs the cube mid air, portals back to the beginning. 

7 - Orange holds the cube to stop the fan. 

8 - Blue opens a new portal to jump across the gap into the stopped fan. 

9 - Orange opens a portal on the wall to the left of the laser, and near the red button. 

10 - Time the door opening. 

11 - Insert disk and win. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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